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Collective Resource
The overall resource to support cultural activity in Scotland from public and private
sources is consistently outstripped by demand. This is despite the widely held
consensus view that ‘arts and creativity’ are ‘a good thing’, especially in education,
and for children and young people generally. It is consequently understandable that
allocating resources is difficult, as there are good arguments for supporting cultural
freelancers, strategic organisations, venues and cultural hubs, arts in education,
training, locally based provision and international working.
The broad remit of Creative Scotland eg including ‘creative industries’ has made that
funding channel more difficult to understand and manage- not least because there is
little strategic clarity in Creative Scotland’s documentation about its specific priorities
and choices. Instead inclusive generalities aim to please a maximum audience, while
offering no practical basis for choosing one application as against another, or for
explaining those choices. Therein lay the seeds of the RFO meltdown. The cultural
sector was not prepared to defer to unexplained internal judgements.

Cultural Strategy
The Scottish Government’s draft Cultural Strategy offers a comprehensive rationale
for funding arts and culture, along with an articulation of principles and priorities
reaching across government and the public sector. Without agreeing such principles,
it is hard to undertake the enquiry proposed by the Committee. We therefore suggest
that the Committee include consideration of the Draft Strategy in its enquiry.
The Scottish Government’s draft Strategy includes a wider range of funding, refusing
to narrowly categorise arts/heritage/education/community empowerment/health etc.
It also puts emphasis on locally based and commissioned activity, which is at
present only a small part of Creative Scotland’s funding profile. If these approaches
are endorsed, then the Committee’s focus on Creative Scotland funding may be too
narrow.
TRACS submits that the future potential for cultural funding needs to be crossdepartmental at national and local government levels.
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In the Round
It is a mistake to set funding for cultural freelancers on one hand, and organisational
structures on a contrasting ‘other’. They support and need each other. To function in
a way that is compliant with contemporary social and economic requirements,
individual artists have to either create an organisation for themselves or work with
organisations.
Funders and delivery organisations need to have a balanced slate of decisionmakers, activities and participants, including artists. TRACS seeks to achieve this by
supporting three national practitioner/activist networks for Traditional Arts in addition
to its own collaborative work and programming. The wider, underlying issues here
are whether the role of artists as creative decision-makers is sufficiently understood,
respected and supported by funders and cultural organisations, and what such
bodies and organisations do to enable their distinctive role.

